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Jazz Magazine
A dynamic collage of surprises and emotions, to discover. 
Vincent Cotro (2013)

Citizen Jazz
Constant inventiveness and enthusiasm in sharing. 
Michel Arcens (2012)

Le Jars Jase Jazz
It's good to hear musicians who play seriously without taking themselves
seriously!
Guillaume Lagrée (2012)

Jazz Magazine
This guys really know how to tell a story, built on long scores where
improvisation overlap into a true writing, based on climates, a sound, and a
sort of melodic onirisme who make us think about the Shepp's great periode. 
Franck Bergerot (2011)

Citizen Jazz 
This is one of those gratifying moments that you do not necessarily expect,
and yet, you "carry" for long. Because you without being prepared for it at all,
not only discovered a new group, but also new music. 
Michel Arcens (2011)

All about jazz 
Hong Kong International Jazz Festival 2011
by Ian Patterson

Whilst the trio exhibited an undoubtedly strong grounding in the jazz
tradition, it veered towards free/avant exploration at times, without
sacrificing melody or rhythm. The trio stumbled out of the blocks with an
improvisation-cum-sound check, which saw tenor saxophonist Arnaud
Rouanet unfurl knotty yet rousing lines in a dialogue with drummer Yoann
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Scheidt, as pianist/keyboardist Samuel Bourille fine-tuned the piano's wiring.

Rouanet and Scheidt found a groove and milked it, with Scheidt vocalizing
the motif. Bourille's tuning rather seamlessly became one with the
improvisation, his heavy piano chords adding rhythmic weight before the
others dropped out, leaving him to solo. Alternating between light and heavy
touch, Bourille built an elegiac and hypnotic groove. Rouanet rejoined, first
on tenor and then on clarinet, accompanied by Scheidt on trombone.
Rouanet and Bourille engaged in a delicate exchange, with the clarinet
evoking a Turkish melancholy. This episodic opener was an appetizer for the
trio's unorthodox, inventive approach to music.

Rouanet used to perform with Graphiose—a band dedicated to the music of
guitarist/composer Frank Zappa—and, perhaps unsurprisingly, there was an
element of the theatrical about the performance. On a piece called "Down
Frisell!," dedicated to guitarist Bill Frisell, Rouanet used various objects for
their sound effects—a metronome and, rather more effectively, a small
loudspeaker and a number of small pots and pans used as percussive
instruments combined with electronic keyboard distortions which sang like
guitar feedback. Rouanet's tenor sidled up slowly and moodily, and in truth,
there was a brooding quality to the composition which recalled the mood of
Frisell's Blues Dream (Nonesuch, 2001).

The closing number began with the trio leading the audience through a tricky
hand-clapping rhythm (which few mastered) to the sounds of Rouanet
improvising through his mini-loudspeaker; his improvisation sounded like a
cross between the ranting of a good old-fashioned dictator, an opera diva
and bird song, and it was curiously engrossing. From there to a delightful
Brazilian samba groove emanating from keyboards, with Scheidt laying down
a light but driving rhythm, Rouanet took an extended, dancing saxophone
solo which was part Gato Barbieri and part Manu Dibango. A lively percussive
give-and-take between Rouanet and Scheidt—employing mallets on the pots
—gained the audience's approval and crowned a hugely enjoyable and equally
impressive set.
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